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Inclusion Scotland

•Disabled People’s Organisation

•Mission – policy informed by/ reflects disabled 
people’s own voices and choices

•Policy, engagement, information, capacity-
building

•Social model, independent living, human rights



Our work on social security

•Engagement – Purpose for the Powers

•Rights and Resilience

•Scottish Government advisory groups

•Parliamentary briefings

•Scottish Welfare Fund



Overview – the current situation 

• Sanctions disproportionately applied
• 1 in 5 JSA sanctions are against disabled people

• 60% ESA sanctions - ‘mental and behavioural disorders’

• Link to deaths – 49 DWP peer reviews

• By 2018, 80,000 to lose some/ all DLA mobility component 

• 45% losing Motability car

• Estimated extra costs average £550 per month (Scope)



Overview - continued

• Cuts, last parliament – over half landed on disabled people, 
£28bn (Demos)

• 75% felt they sometimes, rarely or never had enough to live 
on (our survey).

• Evidence of disrespectful treatment by local authorities

• Private contractors failing to meet performance standards 
(Public Accounts Committee)

• Contracts cost £1.5bn, benefit savings £500mn 



‘A father with dyslexia, spinal arthritis and COPD 
was sanctioned for not attending a work-focused 
interview. He told the jobcentre in advance that 
he didn’t have enough money to get to the office, 
as it was not local. He was told to walk to the 
appointment, but was unable to due to health 
conditions. He was sanctioned for 13 weeks’. 

CPAG



“40% had at least one patient who had self-
harmed after the WCA. 13% of respondents 
reported that a patient had attempted 
suicide and 4% stated that a patient had 
taken his/her own life”. 

Mental Welfare Commission, 

survey of 56 psychiatrists



We disabled people are 
being robbed of our 
dignity, even our lives



Meanings of dignity

• Calm serious and controlled behaviour that makes people 
respect you.

• The importance and value that a person has, that makes 
other people respect them or makes them respect 
themselves. 

(Cambridge)

• The state or quality of being worthy of honour or respect.
• A composed or serious manner or style:

(Oxford)



•Value/ Worth

• Self-respect

•Distance vs intrusion

• Self-control

• Trust 

• Formality versus Familiarity

•Power balance

Qualities of dignity



Is dignity compatible with disability?

How disability is understood:

•Social model

•Medical/ Individual model

•Personal tragedy model

•Biopsychosocial model (Waddell and Aylward)
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Some academic thoughts
• Stereotyping, marginalisation, invisibilisation, infantilisation, 

welfarism, dehumanization and trivialisation. (Thompson, N. 
1998)

• Demonisation, exaggeration of threat, fear of difference/ 
unfamiliar.

• ‘Face’, ‘flustering’, ‘coherence of self’ (Goffman, E. 1967)

• ‘Deference’, ‘Demeanour’, ‘Symmetrical familiarity’ 
(Goffman, E. 1967)

• ‘Personal territory contingencies’ (Goffman, E. 1983)



Our daily experiences

• Scrounger –distrust, contempt

• Tragic – pity, protect (‘pity porn’)

• Heroic – misplaced admiration (‘inspiration porn’)

• Misplaced-familiarity

• Intrusive questioning

• Does she take sugar?

• Hate crime

• Better dead than disabled



•

•Repeated, unnecessary assessments

•Processes that cannot be followed

• Inaccurate judgements by people who don’t know

• Intimate questioning

• Sanctions - punishment

Manifestations – social security



Some more

• Individual/ Health status = ‘the problem’

•Moral opprobrium – a burden, scrounger

•Surveillance

•National, rights-based framework

•Level of payment

•Rights not charity – spot the difference!



Poverty and destitution



Action
•Human rights basis – UNCRPD 

•Cultural attitudes – Broadcasting policy, entitlements, 
etc

•Campaigning –current agendas

•Understanding – Social model, Disability Equality 
Training

•Address cause - extra costs



More action

•Focus on capacity, positive 
affirmation

•Avoid intrusion

•Individual not ‘the problem’

•Co-production



Contact us

• E-mail: Sally@inclusionscotland.org

• Mobile: 07824 632 990

• Website: www.inclusionscotland.org

• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/InclusionScotland

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/InclusionScot
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